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ABSTRACT

Noise radars can be used to track the noise emitted by
a single vehicle. Acoustic metrics, such as A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound level are typically used to
monitor traffic noise. However, equivalent sound level
may not be the most relevant metric to predict the sound
annoyance generated by a single vehicle. In this study, lis-
teners were asked to rate the perceived annoyance when
listening to single pass-by vehicle sounds excerpts. The
correlation of the subjective annoyance ratings with sev-
eral psychoacoustic metrics of the literature was inves-
tigated. The results suggest that A-weighted equivalent
continuous sound level and Zwicker’s model of sound an-
noyance may not be the best indicators of the actual an-
noyance perceived for this type of sounds. The averaged
instantaneous loudness, computed with either Zwicker’s
or Moore-Glasberg’s model, provided the best correlation
with the subjective ratings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traffic noise monitoring usually relies on acoustic met-
rics, such as A-weighted equivalent continuous sound
level (LAeq). With the current development of noise
radars, the noise emitted by a single vehicle can be tracked
from a fixed position close to the road. However, equiv-
alent sound level may not fully explain the sound annoy-
ance generated by each single vehicle. Such sound can
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be considered short and time-varying. The goal of this
experiment is to evaluate the annoyance perceived by lis-
teners when exposed to various noises from single pass-
by vehicles. From these ratings, the goal is to investigate
which psychoacoustic metrics of the literature could reli-
ably help to predict the subjective annoyance of the lis-
teners. In particular, Zwicker and Fastl’ model of sound
annoyance [1], Zwicker’s model of loudness and Moore
and Glasberg’s model of loudness [2] are considered.

2. LISTENING TEST DESIGN

50 naive young normal hearing listeners took part in the
listening experiment (25 female, 25 male, x̄ = 22.6 y.o.;
18≤x≤27 y.o.). The experimental setup was installed in a
listening room (V = 125 m3; RT60 = 0.17 s). All stim-
uli were played through a single loudspeaker (Genelec
1032a) located in front of the listener, at a distance of
1.5 m.

The stimuli for this experiment were a selection of
25 audio samples of duration 3 s of vehicles passing by,
recorded from a fixed position from the road. The record-
ings include a variety of vehicle types (cars, trucks, mo-
torbikes) and speed behaviors. The sounds were chosen
to cover a wide range of values in terms of roughness and
fluctuation strength. Each of those 25 samples was played
at four fixed levels of percentile loudness N5 during the
experiment: 15, 24, 33 and 42 sones. Those samples were
equalized using N5, as suggested by the computation of
Zwicker’s model of sound annoyance. The N5 was mea-
sured and tuned at the position of the listener.

The listeners were asked to listen to 3-s vehicle noise
samples played by the loudspeaker. After listening to
each sound, they graded the subsequent perceived annoy-
ance using a 11-points numerical scale with ticks equally
spaced from 0 (not annoying at all) to 10 (extremely an-
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R = 0.89, p < 2.2e−16
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R = 0.93, p < 2.2e−16
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R = 0.96, p < 2.2e−16
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R = 0.97, p < 2.2e−16
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Figure 1. Spearman’s correlation with average subjective annoyance z-score ratings, for: (a) LAeq: A-weighted
equivalent continuous sound level, (b) PA: Zwicker psycoacoustic annoyance, (c) LZ : average of Zwicker’s
time-varying loudness, (d) LMG: average of Moore and Glasberg’s time-varying loudness.

noying). Each of the 25 audio samples was played at the
four fixed N5 levels, forming a block of 100 samples.
Three repetition blocks were presented to the listeners,
leading to a total of 300 sounds to evaluate. The order
of the sounds within each block was randomized for every
participant to mitigate the effect of presentation order by
overall averaging.

3. RESULTS

Spearman’s correlation coefficients and associated p-
values are reported in Figure 1 for LAeq , PA (Zwicker
psycoacoustic annoyance), LZ (average of Zwicker’s
time-varying loudness) and LMG (average of Moore and
Glasberg’s time-varying loudness).

The correlation coefficient comparison test of Meng
was evaluated for each pair. LAeq was significantly less
correlated with the subjective annoyance compared to all
the other metrics considered in this work. PA had a
smaller correlation with the ratings compared to LMG and
LZ . LMG was slightly better correlated with subjective
annoyance compared to LZ .

4. DISCUSSION

This study shows the limitation of sound pressure level for
understanding how humans perceive annoyance of short
time-varying sounds. LAeq indeed correlated more poorly
with the subjective annoyance compared to the other met-
rics based on loudness estimations, confirming the results
in [3]. The results suggest that N5 and consequently
Zwicker’s PA might not be the best predictors for the an-

noyance of pass-by vehicle sounds. Indeed pass-by vehi-
cle noise is inherently time-varying, even within 3 s as in
this test, and thus N5 might not be the best indicator of
loudness, as suggested in [4]. This is the case in particular
for pass-by noise containing revving sounds.

In application, the small improvement in correlation
observed with LMG compared with LZ is probably not
worth the significant computational cost increase.

In this work, the targeted range of N5 values as well as
the resulting range of loudness values experienced by the
listeners was large. The subsequent evident difference in
intensity perception might have hidden more subtle effect
that could have affected annoyance, such as e.g. rough-
ness or fluctuation strength.

5. CONCLUSION

The results from the listening experiment suggest that us-
ing a loudness model of the literature such as Zwicker’s
or Moore-Glasberg’s might be a reliable method to pre-
dict the subjective annoyance from single pass-by vehi-
cle sounds. For this type of sounds, Zwicker’s model of
psychoacoustic annoyance did not correlate as well with
the subjective ratings. A-weighted equivalent sound level
(LAeq) did not yield to precise predictions either.

In further works, sounds could be played in random-
ized blocks of equalized time-varying loudness. This
could remove the dominant effect of loudness, and enable
to better understand the role of psychoacoustic attributes
such as fluctuation strength or roughness on subjective
annoyance.
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